The Electoral Commission of Namibia (ECN) hereby announces the certified results for the 2009 Presidential and National Assembly Elections for the DAURES constituency in the ERONGO region.

### Full name of political party (in alphabetical order)    Number of votes recorded
REJECTED BALLOTS                                      31
ALL PEOPLE’S PARTY (APP)                              5
COMMUNIST PARTY(CP)                                   6
CONGRESS OF DEMOCRATS (COD)                           34
DEMOCRATIC PARTY OF NAMIBIA (DPN)                     15
DTA OF NAMIBIA (DTA)                                  240
MONITOR ACTION GROUP                                  14
NAMIBIA DEMOCRATIC MOVEMENT FOR CHANGE                 10
NATIONAL DEMOCRATIC PARTY                             13
NATIONAL UNITY DEMOCRATIC ORGANIZATION (NUDO)         663
RALLY FOR DEMOCRACY AND PROGRESS (RDP)                311
REPUBLICAN PARTY OF NAMIBIA                           28
SOUTH WEST AFRICA NATIONAL UNION (SWANU)              138
SWAPO PARTY OF NAMIBIA (SWAPO PARTY)                 973
UNITED DEMOCRATIC FRONT OF NAMIBIA (UDF)              1535

### Full names of candidates (in alphabetical order)    Number of votes recorded
REJECTED BALLOTS                                      74
ATTIE BEUKES                                          6
BENJAMIN ULENGA                                      35
DAVID ISAACS                                          8
FRANS GOAGOSEB                                       16
HENRY MUDGE                                          35
HIDIPO HAMUTENYA                                     356
HIFIKEPUNYE POHAMBA                                   1043
IGNATIUS SHIXWAMENI                                  5
JUSTUS GAROEB                                        1528
KATUUTIRE KAURA                                      216
KUAIMA RIRUAKO                                       641
USUTUAJE MAAMBERUA                                   121